Geography

Topic – Globalisation The interconnectivity of the World Coronavirus: Year of the Rat Bat
LO: to understand the causes and impacts of the coronavirus and how these have changed over time
Figure 1: Image analysis
•

Task- Annotate the pictures to show how they link

Task - Figure 2- Keyword Match-up

•

Task- Match the keyword with its definition

Geography

Task - Figure 3- WHO gap fill
The WHO are the______ _______ ____________. Their primary role is to direct
international health within the UN (United Nations) system and to lead partners in
_________health responses. Established in_______, the WHO’s head office is based in
Geneva, Switzerland.
The ________ ________ are an intergovernmental organisation made up of ______
member states responsible for maintaining international _________and security.
1948, 193, Peace, United Nations, Global, World Health Organisation,

Task- Describe the distribution of the virus on the global scale in early 2020.

Figure 4- Mapping

the Coronavirus

•

In February 2020, the virus was found mainly in………………. however, I can see it was also
found in……………… the numbers infected were………………….

•

Task answer or research the questions - Figure 5

1. In which city did the virus begin?
2. What is the Viruses name?
3. Are the symptoms severe?
4. People over the age of _____ are most at risk
5. Who else is at risk?
6. How is the virus transmitted?
7. Does the coronavirus have a higher death rate compared to SARs and Ebola?
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Figure 6- Impacts of the Coronavirus (Feb 2020)

Task - To decide whether the impact is Social, Economic or Environmental -

colour code the

statements

Task - EVALUATION- Pick one impact of the virus and justify why it is the most significant. Next,
pick your least significant and explain why

910 deaths due to the virus, mainly
elderly and sick. However, 3,466
people have recovered from the
virus.

Global impact-28 countries effected 40,628 worldwide cases- with
including 4 people infected in the UK 40,182 in China alone
and 12 in the USA

Damage to tourism sector e.g.
Western Australia- thousands of
Chinese tourists have cancelled
package holidays

The World Health Organization
declared the outbreak “a public
health emergency of international
concern

Wuhan, a Chinese city of 11 million
people, has been put under strict
quarantine. Recently the entire
region, spanning 56 million people
has been quarantined.

Chinese Lunar holiday has been
extended nationwide, leading to the
temporary closures of schools, travel
restrictions and a ban on public
congregation

Economists have predicted China’s
estimated economic growth could
fall 0.5 to 1.5 points from a
projected 5.9 percent growth rate
this year.

Travel, tourism and hospitality
sectors have all been hit in China
due to travel restrictions and
international panic.

UK is advising a policy of ‘only travel
to China in emergency cases’

The virus could cost China $62
billion (CNN)

In Wuhan, one emergency hospital
was created in 2 days and another is
in progress and due for completion
on the 5th of February

Fear and anxiety spreading faster
than the virus.

Xenophobia due to the virus- many
locations are reporting increased
hate crimes toward Chinese people
due to the outbreak.

The mortality rate from the new
strain of the Coronavirus is believed
to be low at 2% which is less than
SARS at 10% and Ebola at 70%
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That was the situation in early 2020. What about NOW?
The Virus has continued to spread and has had huge impacts on everyone’s lives in the
world.

•

Task- Using the below link - explain which countries have been most impacted.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries
Explain the geographical impacts of the virus – try and use UK examples if you can.

The countries that have been most impacted are………………………… data to show this includes……………
•

Task - Write two to three sentences about each of the three points below.

Try and back up your ideas with factual research - (Remember not all impacts are bad)
•

Economical impacts- Jobs and the housing market

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-51706225
•

Social impacts - (People) Health and well being of different types of people, social activities
e.g sports, weddings etc

https://www.un.org/development/desa/dspd/everyone-included-covid-19.html
•

The Environment

https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/environment-and-conservation/2020/06/why-covid-19-willend-up-harming-the-environment

What are the largest impacts of the virus and where has it hit
hardest?
•

The largest impacts of COVID 19 have been ……………for example………………………this may
be because………………….

•

Further large impacts of COVID 19 have been on …………… for example…………………this may
be because………………….

•

Other big impacts include ……………for example………………………this may be
because………………….

